Web-Pro 5.0
New Feature Overview
New Features
Web Capture
Reject Verification
New Look and Feel
Classic View Option
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Introduction
Web-Pro 5.0 provides the same features are previous version on the web such as…
- real-time intra-day availability of summary and detail deposit information for
Lockbox Accounts
- The ability to view images and data pertaining to historical transactions
- Plus the ability to Accept or Reject “Exception” payments on a same-day basis.
Web-Pro 5.0 also provides a new Web Capture Feature which allows specific users to
scan work via a web interface, review the scanned batches, and review and verify
rejected items scanned through LFC or Web Interface.

New Features
New Look and Feel

The Lockbox Dashboard provides an "at-a-glance" reference to high-level lockbox
information. Links within the four panels offer easy access to more detailed information.

The Menu Bar informs of any Alerts, Exceptions*, and Non-Financial items.* In the event
that any of these exist, links are provided for easy access to the associated item(s).
* (if applicable)

An overview of the current day's processing totals is presented in the Financial tab.
NOTE: These figures can change throughout the processing day as additional work is
performed by the bank.

Access Summary and Detail Reports, Images and Transmissions from the Saved IntradayDetail Reports panel.

Messages from Your Bank provides the latest communications from the bank regarding
your lockbox account(s).

New Feature:
Daily and Weekly Summary Graphs
Financial information per day of the current work week and weekly totals for the past 5
weeks.

Navigation
Web-Pro 5.0 provides several ways to navigate to the Site Administrators desired
function.
1. Icons, buttons, graphs, and function links have a crisper cleaner look
2. Menu Bar adds the addition of a Capture feature (if configured for the user)

3. Breadcrumbs are quick links that can be used instead of the Back button or Menu
Bar

Classic View
Users can use the previous version of the website by activating the “Use Classic Website”
setting.

*Note: If ‘Perform Capture’ is active for a user a new Capture option will be available in
the Menu Bar.
* Note: If ‘Perform Capture’ is active and the user is restricted to ‘Capture Only’ the user
will be brought to the new Capture screen, regardless if ‘User Classic View’ is enabled for
the user.

Web Capture
Web Capture allows configured users access to scan work from a Website Interface

Web Capture is easily access able from the Menu bar and provides images and document
information.

This interface also allows users to see batch information and status of their own batches,
as well as, that of other users.

Reject Verification
Items rejected from batches scanned either by Web Capture or LFC. Are now listed on
the website can include batch information, reject reason, and an image for ease of
location and recognition.

Note: Additional Documentation will be provided which
denotes the configurations and functionality of the new the
new feature in Web 5.0.

